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SCARCITY PARADIGM
Traditional Nursing
1. Aligns with medical perspective
2. Focuses on adaptation and coping
3. Goal to maintain status quo and stability of current society

SYNERGY PARADIGM
Emancipatory Nursing
1. Aligns with health perspective
2. Focuses on freedom
3. Goal-Synergy

Emancipatory Nursing Actions (Meaning Negotiation)
1. Continual dialogic
2. Egalitarianism
3. Equalizing power relations
4. Building foundation for a new beginning

Emancipatory Nursing Actions (Unity, Social Activism)
1. Unity
2. Organize
3. Continual dialogical processes
4. Engaging in critical thinking
5. Social activism, Civil disobedience

OPPRESSED GROUP
Fear
Internalization of oppressive ideology
Conformity
Division
Periodically grants Small favors

OPPRESSOR GROUP
encourages
bureaucracy
keeps oppressed divided
limits resources

REVOLUTIONARY MOMENT

SYNERGISY COMMUNITY (PRAXIS)

Emancipatory Nursing Actions (Critical Awareness)
1. Empowering self and others
2. Gaining critical awareness
3. Demonstrating power of critical knowledge
4. Understanding roots of oppression
5. Challenging status quo
6. Breaking barriers that keep one oppressed

Process of Oppressed Group Toward Emancipation:
Internalization of Oppressed Ideology -> Critical Oppression -> Social Activism -> Meaning Negotiation -> Synergy